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1. Paper Towels (not shown)

2. Erasers - Kneaded and (optional) Mars Plastic

3. Some kind of watercolors - pans or tubes - (with a color chart) Use what you have.

4. Some kind of palette - This is a butcher’s tray, but a white ceramic plate or
                                                      other white or light grey nonporous surface works as well.

5. Black fine line inking pens - permenant ink is preferred, but others may work (test)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Pentel Poket Pen (not shown)
6 Erasing Sheild (optional)

7. Several soft (B) graphite pencils

8. Micron permenant black ink pens

9. Aqua brushes (and *1) # 4, 6 & 8) synthetic round brushes (that come to a good point
                            *not shown) (If using traditional brushes, you also need a small container of water.)

10. Mini Mister or spray bottle with water

111. Watercolor Journal with a good quality 140lb cold pressed watercolor paper
                                                                                                                         or a 70lb drawing paper. (not shown)

Supply List for Creating a Series in Alcohol Inkwith
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1. 4-6 Pieces of 5 x 7” Yupo paper, double taped to noncorrugated
    cardboard. (You can use other types of synthetic paper, but you will not
    get the variation of color or the staining effect that Yupo paper provides.)

2. Canned air (or an airbrush, brush or hair dryer, hand held bulb blower)

3. Alcohol Blending Solution (*optional - can use 91% or 99% iso. alcohol)

4. Needle nose bottle with blending solution

5. 5. Needle nose bottle with 91% or 99% isopropyl alcohol

6. Pitch Black by Ranger Ink (If using a different paper, you will need to
      experiment, adjust, and possibly use 2 colors)

7. Coffee stirrers or small straws

8. Round synthetic brush #2 - 4, (must come to a good point)

9. Paper towels

10. (not shown - *optional) *8 x 10” Working Mat with a 4.5 x 6.5”
opening, *tape, *opening, *tape, *graphite pencil, *tracing paper,*dental applicator
tool, black fine line permenant ink pen (such as Micron or Pilot Twin
Marker), cup with iso. alcohol, *disposable gloves, Krylon Kamar
Varnish & UV Resistant Clear,*air purifier that is rated for VOCs
  
 
    


